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Seeing Solar On Campus:
A Visible Photovoltaic Installation on Campus
by
Daniel J. A. Guarda
Submitted to the Department of Mechanical Engineering on June 2, 2006 in
Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Abstract
This paper presents a methodology for selecting a site on the MIT campus for a visible
solar photovoltaic installation. Visibility, solar exposure, advertising potential,
aesthetics, interactivity and direct or important functional use are indicated as the metrics
by which to evaluate possible sites. Four installations are subsequently evaluated
according to this methodology. Feasibility, performance, cost and safety features were
discussed for each of the four options considered. A dual-axis tracking solar array in
front of the student center appears to be the most attractive option for a new solar
installation on campus.
Thesis supervisor: Stephen Connors
Title: Director, Analysis Group Regional Elec Alternatives
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1. Introduction
1.1 MIT: The Future Leader of Energy Research
As MIT ramps up to become the leader in energy research, initiatives should be
undertaken to increase students' interest in alternative sources of energy. President Susan
Hockfield announced in her May 2006 inaugural address that it is "MIT's responsibility
to lead the way..." in energy research. Many initiatives are already in place to spark
students' interest in research, including a website dedicated to helping students find
classes in energy, monthly energy related lectures, and the launch of an Energy Research
Council to oversee the institute's initiatives.
Despite these efforts, solar energy is not a predominant factor in any course
offerings at MIT. Currently there are only two professors, Professor Emanuel Sachs and
Professor John Kassakian, who are involved directly with Photovoltaics (PV) research.
Professor Sachs developed the string ribbon manufacturing technology that is currently
used by Evergreen Solar to manufacture relatively low cost PV panels. Professor
Kassakian works with a branch of Photovoltaics called Thermophotovoltaics (TPV),
which works with materials sensitive to the infrared range of light. Despite their
involvement in PV, there are no full credit classes directly related to Photovoltaics.
The goal of my thesis is to propose a student-visible PV installation on campus
that would generate interest in PV research and technology. By having students see a
solar module array, be able to supervise its production, and directly use the produced
energy, their awareness and interest of the technology potential can be expected to
increase to the point where the use of solar energy could be incorporated into their future
projects and career plans.
1.2 Vision
I set out this semester to find a way to get MIT students interested in
Photovoltaics, as I believe it will be one of the future dominant alternative sources of
energy. I thought of organizing the visit of students to developing countries to install
solar modules in off-grid villages, or petitioning for a class to be taught in photovoltaics,
but a more effective way to get people to start thinking about PV is to have a solar energy
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system visibly on campus - one that students could see, touch and interact with. Upon
implementation of one of the project proposals described here, I think that young
freshman minds will be inspired by the solar modules' elegance and simplicity and will
want to be part of further improving and developing them. Having a website that clearly
and intuitively shows the energy output of the solar installation can help get students
thinking about their energy consumption and where their energy comes from. Being
familiar with the MIT student body, I can safely assume that there will be at least a few
minds that will become interested and motivated by the PV installation. In turn, they will
carry the torch and continue to raise interest on alternative sources of energy, particularly
Photovoltaics.
1.3 Background - Why Solar?
Although the benefits of using solar energy directly for our electricity needs is
clear, one might ask why this renewable versus another? According to the 2005 "Basic
Research Needs for Solar Energy Utilization" report, prepared by the U.S. Department of
Energy, in order to make a significant contribution to primary energy consumption, the
prospective resource would have to produce 1-10 Terawatts of power for an extended
period of time. The following is the report's assessment of alternatives to solar:
* For nuclear power to supply 1 OTW of power, a new 1 GWe (Watt electric)
reactor would have to be constructed every other day for the next 50 years.
Once this was completed, there would be 10 years' worth of uranium left
on land.
* The United Nations estimates that there is 0.5TW of exploitable
hydroelectric resources left on the planet.
* The cumulative energy of the ocean's tides and currents amounts to less
than 2 TW.
* There is a significant amount (12TW) of geothermal energy at the surface
of the earth, but only a small fraction of that could be practically exploited
with current technology.
* The IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change) estimates that
there is 2-4TWe of extractable wind energy in the world.
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The sun, on the other hand, showers more energy on the earth every hour than the
whole earth uses in one year. The difference between using solar energy and any other
source of energy, in fact, is that the sun is a cosmic source of energy, whereas other
sources are earth-based and therefore necessarily smaller in intensity and availability.
Using currently available technology, all of the world's energy needs could be met with
just solar power, although lifestyle would have to change dramatically unless much of the
energy was stored. Supporting statistics are shown on the next page.
Financially, solar is becoming appealing to the average energy user in the first
world. Government incentives play a big role in making it so, and thoughtful government
incentives in Japan and Germany are helping fuel technological developments in cost
reduction and system efficiencies. For some users far away from electricity grids, solar
already makes economical sense. Many Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) are
using solar energy systems to foster economic growth in developing countries. These
countries may become some of the larger markets for solar in the future.
MIT should be proactive in pursuing PV research because it could be beneficial to
the whole world, not just to our immediate economic partners. Many service projects
could be organized where MIT could help developing communities install sustainable
solar power in their villages. MIT could patent new technologies that would be used in a
market that is currently growing at over 30% per year (Rogol, 3). Best of all, MIT would
be helping the world lower Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions and supporting a more
sustainable source of energy with its formidable brain power.
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1.4 Campus and US Energy Statistics
World Stats
Total World Energy Consumption (2000)
Equivalent continuous power consumption of the world
Equivalent continuous power sun deposits on Earth
Solar Energy flux at earth's surface per meter squared
Total installed PV capacity in the world (2005)
US Electricity consumption per year (2003)
US Electricity consumption per capita, per year (2003)
Electricity average US Home uses in one day
Electricity average US Home uses in one year
% Land mass needed to power world, with 10% eff. cells
% of US land mass needed to power US
Single family residential roof-top area, % of US land
Energy used to produce a crystalline solar module
Energy used to produce a thin film module
Energy payback time of crystalline solar modules
Energy payback time of thin-film solar modules
Cost of solar electricity without government subsidies
(Same as above, in $/kWh)
MIT Stats
Cost of MIT purchased utility electricity
MIT Energy Expenditures/Year
Gas
Electric
Water
Oil
Electricity Generated by MIT Cogen
(input = gas, output = electricity and steam)
Electricity Purchased by MIT
Electricity Generated and Purchased by MIT, 2005
GHG Emissions Generated by MIT (Groode, 69)
1012 = Trillion
85-111 x 1012 kWh
13x1012W
120,000xl01 2 W
0-2000 W/m2
3GWp
3.6x10 kWh
12,570kWh
24.37 kWh
8,900 kWh
.08%
1.6%
About 0.16%
420-600+kWh
240+kWh
2-5 years
1-4 years
$4-$12/Wp
$0.20-0.80+/kWh
$0.12-$0.15/kWh
$19,000,000
$6,000,000
$4,000,000
$2,000,000
156,614,477 kWh
40,906,369 kWh
197,520,846 kWh
220,000 Metric Tons
Table 1.1: Energy Statistics - Sources in Bibliography
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2. Considerations for Solar Installations on Campus
There are currently three operating solar Photovoltaic (PV) installations on
campus. In order of highest to lowest power, they are the Hayden Library array (13 kW),
the Stratton Student Center array (7.2 kW), and the MIT Museum array (2.5kW). These
arrays are on roof tops, and therefore not visible to the public. The student center has a
monitor display in the first floor lobby, but this monitor is unmarked and many students
are unaware of its existence. Suggestions for making this current display more effective
are given in section 4.3.
A visible installation would be more illustrative and inspiring than a monitoring
station, however. In order to work best, as many of the following should be a part of any
new installation on campus (in order of priority):
I. High Visibility
II. Low Shading/ High Solar Exposure
III. Advertising Potential
IV. Pleasant Aesthetics
V. Interactivity
VI. Direct Functional Use
I will use these requirements to initially evaluate different possible locations.
Locations are initially selected because they appear to be a good "site." Well, what
makes a good site?
2.1 Visibility
High visibility is important for site selection given the goal of this particular
project. To assess this, think about how much foot traffic passes by the site every day.
Do faculty, staff and community members pass by as well? If possible look for sites that
consistently have heavy foot traffic.
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2.2 Shading/ Solar Exposure
In evaluating a site, one must also think about shading. If the site is on a roof, it
will likely be less of a problem but for a more publicly visible installation, this becomes
an important issue. For a simple evaluation, we look at all four primary directions: north,
east, south and west. Figure 2.1 defines the different angles that are important for
thinking about shading and solar exposure.
Celeslial Sphere
Noith
Azimuth "Altitude
'Wes! East 
%%Horizon
South
Figure 2.1 Definition of Altitude and Azimuth Angles
Figure taken from www.heavens-above.com
2.2.1 Orientation
The ideal orientation for any installation is facing true south (not magnetic south).
This is because in the Northern Hemisphere, the sun goes from passing overhead in the
summer to passing over lower in the southern sky. In order to find true south, go to the
NOAA website ( hitp:,', ', .srrb.noaa.ov_l. hig hlights, sunriSeSUnrisc. _mil ) and look up
when solar noon is on a particular day of the year. For example, on May 28, 2006, it is
At 11:41AM. Go out to the site on the day chosen, and hang a plumb bob in the sun.
The line created by the plumb bob's shadow is the true north- true south line.
2.2.2 East- West
Evaluating the east and west is generally easier: face south and look left and right.
How well can you see the horizon? If there are any buildings close by, the site is likely
not very good. Most of the motion of the sun is from east to west, so it is important to be
free of obstructions from those directions to lengthen the amount of time that the array is
exposed to direct sunlight.
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2.2.3 South
This is an important direction that should be free of obstructions in the Northen
Hemisphere. The sun's maximum altitude changes during the year: it is lowest in the
winter, which is when buildings south of your site would become a problem and shade
the area. It is important to know the variation in altitude angle from Summer to Winter
because it can be vary by as much as 46 degrees, meaning a site that is sunbathing in the
summer could be completely shaded in the winter. If there is an obstruction south of the
site, the following steps could help evaluate how much sun will be lost because of this
obstruction.
To calculate the height of the building, we can use the fact that the average height
of each floor of a building is close to 12 feet. If more accurate measuring possibilities are
available, those should be used. To calculate the distance from your site to the object,
Google Earth is remarkably accurate. Measurements taken by hand differed by no more
than a few percent when measured with Google Earth's measuring tool. Finally, the
sun's altitude angle can be found at the U.S. Naval Observatory's website
('.L: . .it .! :_ 'i. ...t. ,.____._ Jli-__..kn!). Using this information and manipulating
equation 1.1, we can either find the distance that the building's shade will reach at noon
in the winter, or we can find the sun altitude angle below which our site will be shaded.
tan(altitude) = Height (1.1)Distance
Here, height refers to the height of the building and distance is the straight-line distance
from the site's modules to the building. Altitude angle is the angle made by the ground
and a line from the site to the top of the building or the sun, depending on what you are
trying to find (See Figure 2.1).
2.2.4 North
Obstructions northeast or northwest of the site can block early morning and late
evening sun (respectively) in the summer months because the sun sets behind the site (see
Figure 2.2).
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For all types of shading, lifting the panels up as high as possible will usually help
mitigate the problem.
2.2.5 Error in initial evaluation
This method has an error associated with it if the site does not face true south or
the obstruction is not directly south of the site, but it is simple and can give us
approximate and usable. information that could help in the decision-making process. For
a more accurate evaluation of the shading, an inexpensive tool can quickly determine if
nearby obstructions will affect the site throughout the year. This tool is called the "Solar
Path Finder," and can be found at h tp: 'xxH .solarpatl-hlinder.com .
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Figure 2.2 Solar Pathways with Altitude Angle
for the Four Seasons at the MIT Campus
Figures taken from http://engnet.anu.edu.au/DEpeople/Andres.Cuevas/Sun/SunPath/SunPath.html
The graph shows the sun's path, the sun's altitude angles and sunrise/sunset times for
different days of the year. Notice that in the summer, the sun would dip behind buildings
that are facing southward, making it difficult to absorb solar energy close to the ground in
front of those buildings.
2.3 Advertising Potential
The key questions to ask here are: Can we put information about solar energy at
MIT close to the site where people can see it? If not, can we refer people from the site to
somewhere with information? If people are interested in finding out more about the
installation, would they easily be able to find it on the web or in paper? The current
website which can give up to date information on the performance of the student center
solar array is particularly difficult to find on the web. Simple Google searches do not
find it, and the MIT facilities solar website does not link to it. These details need to be
considered for any new installation.
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2.4 Aesthetics
Although mainly a subjective category, we can ask if the installation can easily
blend in with the existing architecture. If there is no aesthetic difference between
installation and no installation, then there should be no problem. Otherwise, some effort
can be put into finding out what it would look like before it is installed.
2.5 Interactivity
How much can the public interact with the installation? Can they cover the cells
with their hands and see the resulting loss in output? Can they move the panels around to
see the effects it has on output? Can they check out its production online and relate it to
their personal knowledge?
Interactivity is a nice bonus to any installation, but it is likely that only a small
installation would be able to provide any significant amount of direct interactivity. Using
a solar tracking device can be considered as interactive because the public will be able to
see the device move throughout the day. Important attention to any relating website
would also be an important part of interactivity. Suggestions for this part of the
installation can be found in section 4.3.
2.6 Direct/ Important Functional Use
Having a solar installation visibly power a device would be ideal because people
can immediately see and experience its benefits. Not many weather resistant applications
that can be directly powered by solar exist in an urban setting, although if an alternative
energy demonstration project were made, this could potentially be done.
Most of the installations discussed in this paper are grid-tied and so do not
directly power any applications, but they help power a specific building. Assessing how
important the building being powered is to the students and faculty can be a determining
factor in raising certain people's interest. The more popular the site, therefore, the more
people will think about the energy being produced by the solar installation.
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2.7 Economics
For solar technology as it stands today, economics of solar installations do not
usually pay for themselves quickly without government support in urban Boston. The
modules, accompanying equipment, and high construction costs make it difficult to
financially justify small to medium sized installations unless much of the system is paid
for with grants. As the system gets larger, the cost per Watt Peak (Wp) begins to come
down, but is still reliant on government subsidies to be competitive.
Taking the Stratton Student Center array as an example, the project cost $65,800,
half of which was paid for by a Massachusetts Grant. There were no design fees
associated with the project. 55% of the cost was associated with the main equipment,
30% with peripheral equipment and 15% with installation costs. The installation costs
for this project were actually relatively low because the roof was not penetrated. For the
larger system installed on top of Hayden Library, the construction costs amounted to 30%
of the final cost of $95,824. The table on the following page compares the different
installations on campus.
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System Parameters
Max. Rated DC
Output
Max. Rated AC
Output
Estimated Annual
Production
Number of Modules
System Costs
Main Equipment
Peripheral
Equipment
Installation
Utility
Interconnection
Fees
Design Fees
Total
Incentives
Grants
Total With
Incentives
Actual Energy
Produced in 2005
Estimated annual
avoided cost
(optimal)
Payback time
without
incentives***
Payback time with
incentives***
Hayden Library
13.230 kW
11.907 kW
15,000 kWh
42
$56,807 (60%)
$12,110 (10%)
$26,907 (30%)
$0 (0%)
$0 (0%)
$95,824
$59,535 (62%)
$36,289
8,079 kWh*
$2100
45 Years
17 Years
W-20 - Student
Center
7.2 kW
6.48 kW
8,500 kWh
24
$36,395 (55%)
$19,542 (30%)
$9,862 (15%)
$0 (0%)
$0 (0%)
$65,799
$32,400 (49%)
$33,399
7,612 kWh
$1190
55 Years
28 Years
MIT Museum
2.520 kW
2.268 kW
3,000 kWh
8
$11,334 (60%)
$2,280 (10%)
$5,468 (30%)
$0 (0%)
$0 (0%)
$19,082
$11,340 (59%)
$7742
1,601 kWh**
$420
45 Years
18 Years
Source - Renewable Energy Trust Website, forwarded by Peter Cooper
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* Low production partially due to technical problems at outset.
** Low production partially due to system being down February and March 2005.
*** Calculated using simple payback, value for comparison purposes only, see Appendix A.
Table 2.1 MIT Solar Array Installation Details.
.
.
MIT can not take any advantage of any tax breaks, but a third party could get
involved in order to take advantage of these when available. For systems currently in
place, the pay back time has been calculated to be around 50 years without grants, 25
years with them. The added benefit of the systems is that they avoid about 34,268 lbs. of
CO2 emissions every year. This is the equivalent of taking 3 cars off the road.
As can be seen in Figure 2.3, the retail prices of solar modules are close to
$5.50/Wp. They have been increasing the past few years due to a surge in demand
combined with a shortage of supply. Using the numbers from the student center solar
array, in order to be cost competitive with utility electricity, modules would have to cost
below $1/Wp for a 10 year pay back time (including peripheral equipment and installation
costs, see Figure 4.1). If utility prices went up to at least $0.78/kWh, today's system
prices could have a 1 0-year payback period. As both of these trends occur (module
prices coming down and utility prices going up), the day that Solar makes financial sense
becomes more visible.
Solarbuzz European and US All Solar Module
Retail Price I ndex
6.1D0-
5 90 -
5,5I -
5 .30 -
5 10 
4,90 -
4 n -
E uro pe E ur o. Z tt peak-)
Uni'_ 20 at Ms' 2 00 "-
United S ttes ' t peak, -. ...__---..
C-ct 2 C0 0 Mg, 200 6
Figure 2.3 Average Solar Module Retail prices
Figure taken from www.solarbuzz.com
These figures use DC Wp, not AC Wp, so do not take into account the 10% losses
inherent in AC systems. This does not mean that solar energy will not reach parity with
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utility prices in the next one or two decades, however, since utility prices are increasing
and a significant amount of money is being poured into developing more affordable and
more efficient solar collection technologies.
As prices are now, however, we must maximize the value of each solar array via
other non-financial means. If we can sponsor an installation that inspires students and
faculty to think about solar energy and contribute to the development of the technology,
we will have paid the cost of the system several times over.
2.8 Performance
As can be seen in Table 2.2, four current methods of predicting system
performance were tested against actual values for the best performing current installation,
the one on top of the student center. Three methods over-estimated the actual site
production by as much as 70%, while one was surprisingly accurate.
Method Energy Produced % Error Range
NREL Redbook monthly Predicted: 9,142 kWh - 70%
averages 12,955 kWh
NREL Redbook Annual Predicted: 9,136 kWh - 60%
average 12,182 kWh
RETScreen Solar Predicted: 9,264 kWh 15% - 22%Calculator
NREL PVWatts
aNREL PVWatts Predicted: 8,099 kWh 0.1-6%Performance Calculator
MIT Stratton data - 2004 Actual: 8,090 kWh
MIT Stratton data - 2005 Actual: 7,612 kWh
Table 2.2 Performance Prediction Methods Comparison
NREL Redbook: National Renewable Energy Laboratory book of radiation data averages
for the years 1961-1990; RETScreen: Renewable Energy Technology Screen spreadsheet
calculation tool; NREL PVWatts: NREL PV system performance prediction web
application (See Bibliography for corresponding websites).
From this data, it is clear that the PVWatts performance calculator, which uses
hourly Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) weather data and user input to calculate
hourly performance of a system over the period of an entire year, is the best prediction
tool by far. The most recent version of this program incorporates NREL's 40 km
resolution solar resource data. The information is therefore very specific to the site
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chosen, and thus gives the most accurate predictions. The literature claims that the values
predicted by the PVWatts program should be within 10-12% error.
The system performance is limited by temperature degradation and adverse solar
conditions that are impossible to predict precisely. The Balance of System (BOS)
components make the overall system efficiency a few points lower than the nominal
module efficiencies. Figure 2.4 shows the BOS components related to a grid-connected
PV system. Each of the components has some loss associated with it, although the
largest loss comes from converting the DC electricity to AC. In the case of the student
center system, its maximum DC production rating was 7.2 kW, while its AC production
rating was 6.48 kW (a reduction of 10%).
Main Service
Array IDCnveteAC Panel
P Array Inverterrota..- _ d _ It nr arm ~~~~~~~I~l ifu
Gnd-lnteractive PV System w/o Battery Backup _
Figure 2.4 A Typical Grid-Connected PV System
2.9 Safety
Safety is the most important factor in developing any solar installation. As can be
seen in Figure 2.4, a ground fault protector, DC switch and AC switch are all used to
ensure electrical safety during maintenance or blackouts. Care must be taken to ensure
that the solar modules do not send current through a part of the system being worked on
by a maintenance worker (Luque, 900).
In addition, we must ask if the array will be subject to strong winds. If so it must
be properly supported to not fall or fly away. Is it also safe for the array itself to be at
this site? Will it be subject to abuse that could damage it, such as flying Frisbees or
soccer balls? If so, it must be able to withstand these stresses, or a new site would have to
be selected.
Safety precautions will be assessed for each proposed site.
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Cr[cur[ Ground-Fault " '"'Y
Combiner Protector Fused Fused Switch
Swrtch Switch
-* - 14 - 4-* Utility
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Site Selection Scoring System:
0 1 2 3 4 5
Visibility/ Not visible to Clearly visible in a high
Foot Traffic public traffic area
Shading Completely No sources of shade
Shaded - Not < > anywhere near
feasible
Advertising Can not add Can clearly mark and
Potential information give out information
Aesthetics Will disrupt the Artistically Significant
current
aesthetic and
be ugly
Interactivity Can not be > Students can experiment
interacted with with it
Functional No direct Powers something visibly
Use finctional use/ < > attached to the system/
Obscure Powers a very popular
building building
Cost Unjustifiably < > Practically free
large cost
Table 2.3 Site Selection Scoring System
Table 2.3 shows the site selection scoring system that will be used to initially
evaluate the potential sites for a new solar installation. Each score will be justified for
each site.
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3. Options for Visible Solar Installations
3.1 Dormitory - Senior House
When initially brainstorming possible sites, dormitories came to mind as
potentially interesting sites because they are the closest you can get to students. Students
could see the panels and directly benefit from them. Unfortunately, the panels would
likely only be visible to the people in the dorm, if they could be made visible at all. For
Senior House, the dorm analyzed for a possible system, the total energy produced by a
potential system would supply than 1% of the house's electricity needs. The same would
apply for most dorms on campus. Figure 3.1 shows a satellite image of Senior House,
indicating where installations could be placed, and Table 3.1 scores Senior House
according to the metrics described in the previous section.
A
..
i
.
i
Figure 3.1 - A satellite image of the Senior House roof Google EarthTM
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Dormitory - Senior House
Score Comment
Shading Trees that are in the Senior House courtyard can
potentially shade a significant portion of the roof.
3 Part of the east wing roof is free of shading.
There is also roof space above the tower that is
free of shading.
Visibility/ Foot Traffic The visibility would be good for the students who
live there, if it were placed on an accessible roof
(the east wing roof), but not highly visible to the
public.
Advertising Potential Information could be disseminated to students via
the house website, at front desk or during
3 orientation, but it could not be placed with the
solar modules. Advertising would only reach
Senior House residents.
Aesthetics An installation could double as an awning over
the 4 th floor balcony and blend nicely with the
3 building. If placed directly on the roof, it would
not be seen from the ground, and so would not
affect any aesthetic value.
Interactivity Students did have access to the roof, but recently
2 this has been changed. If a system was installed,
perhaps roof access could be reinstated.
Direct/ Important The dormitory is often the most important
Functional Use building to a student.
Total 15
Table 3.1 Senior House Site Selection Score Sheet
3. 1.1 Feasibility
Senior House is an L-Shaped Building that has a wing parallel to the river and a
wing perpendicular to it. The parallel, or North wing is mostly shaded by trees that reach
above the roofline. This wing therefore would not support any solar modules. The
perpendicular, or West wing is not shaded by the trees for most of the day, and so could
have some solar modules installed on it. The roof has several emergency exits and fans
that would get in the way of an installation, but an area 32' x 24' would be available for
an installation. In order to allow for a walking path, we can consider the available area to
be 28' x 20'. This would allow for at least the three configurations seen in Table 3.2
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Senior House All Items Available as of 05/31/06 at
Area www.afforda ble-sola r.com
Width (in.) 336 or
Length (in.) 240 ww.atersstems .com
Schott Solar
ASE-300-DGF/50 # that fit
Width (in.) 74.5 4
Length (in.) 50.5 4
String Size 6 16 <- Total Array Size
<- Total Array Power
Power (W) 300 4800 Rating
Cost: $1329/ea. $21,264 <- Total Array Cost
$35,440 <- Total System Cost
$7.38 <- Cost Per Watt
Predicted Performance: 5357 kWh/yr.
Sharp
ND-208U1 # that fit
Width (in.) 64.6 5
Length (in.) 39.1 6
String Size 7 30 <- Total Array Size
<- Total Array Power
Power (W) 208 6240 Rating
Cost: $969 $29,070 <- Total Array Cost
$48,450.0 <- Total System Cost
$7.76 <- Cost Per Watt
Predicted Performance: 6920 kWh/yr.
Evergreen Solar
EC-120-GD # that fit
Width (in.) 62.5 5
Length (in.) 25.69 9
String Size 15 45 <- Total Array Size
<- Total Array Power
Power (W) 120 5400 Rating
Cost: $625 $28,125 <- Total Array Cost
$46,875.0 <- Total System Cost
$8.68 <- Cost Per Watt
Predicted Performance: 6027 kWh/yr.
Table 3.2 Senior House Module Options and Array Sizes
The site could be installed without penetrating into the roof because the site is
largely protected from the wind by the concrete parapet. This is attractive because it
would keep installation costs down.
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Connecting the installation to the grid would most likely be done through the
housemaster's apartment, which is four floors directly below the proposed location.
Wires could be run into the building through one of the openings on the roof or down the
outside of the building. An expert should be consulted on this matter before planning the
installation.
3.1.2 Performance
To calculate the performance predictions seen in Table 3.2, the PVWatts system,
version 2, was used because it was determined to be the most accurate among the
different options. A DC to AC Derate Factor of .9 was used because that was the value
for the Student Center installation. This represents the 10% losses due to the inverter and
other miscellaneous losses. A Fixed tilt of 5° was used because this installation would be
similar to the Stratton installation, which had a 5° tilt. A larger angle would require that
the installation be secured more tightly to the roof in order to prevent the wind from
blowing the modules around. An azimuth angle of 57° measured from North, clockwise,
was used (this was calculated using Google Earth).
3.1.3 Cost
The cost values were taken from affordable-solar.com and altersystems.com.
They represent the total system cost for the modules only. Peripheral equipment and
construction costs would have to be added. Using the MIT installations as an example
(Modules being 60% of the total cost), we can extrapolate to an estimate of the total cost
of the system.
3.1.4 Safety
In addition to the electrical safety precautions referenced in the previous section,
the modules must be secured properly in case they are faced with strong winds. In this
case, the modules would preferably be unattached to the roof itself. Since the modules
would not be directly attached to the roof, precautions must be taken to make sure the
modules don't blow away. The Stratton installation solves this problem by weighing
down the modules with concrete bricks and attaching a cable that allows the panels to lift
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a few centimeters, but prevents them from lifting any further. Once the panels lift in the
wind, the wind pushes them back down, so there is no danger of the panels breaking the
cable. The lifting and dropping of the panels could create unwanted noise to the residents
on the 5 th floor, however. Students are no longer allowed on the roof unsupervised, so
there should be no danger of students tampering with the panels. The students should be
allowed to see the panels during organized tours or certain times of the year, however, to
meet the goal of having a visible installation.
3.1.5 Other Dormitories
From a quick review of satellite images from Google Earth, other dormitories that
appear to have ample space for a solar installation include East Campus, Baker, Burton
Conner, MacGregor and New House. Of these options, only Baker allows its residents to
go onto the roof. For a visible installation, then, Baker would be a good option.
3.2 W-11 - MIT Religious Activities Center
Figure 3.2 W-11 Religious Activities Center Satellite Image Google EarthTM
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Upon first inspection, W-11 seemed like a good place to have solar panels
because it has sloped roofs that are angled ideally to absorb solar energy. The building is
in behind a larger building, Ashdown, which could shade the roof in the winter (see
Figure 3.2). In order to double check this problem, the appropriate measurements were
estimated or measured directly, and it was found that the sun's altitude angle had to be
greater than 42° to hit the roof directly. In addition, it was found that the building was
not facing true south, it was facing south east about 15-30 degrees east of south. This
means that early in the morning and late in the day during the summer months, the sun is
behind the roof, limiting the amount of light that hits the array. The solar altitude angles
for Boston in 2005 were downloaded from the U.S. Naval Observatory website and
graphed in order to see clearly when the roofs would have direct sunlight (Figures 3.3 and
3.4). As can be seen from these figures, the sun would not reach a 42° altitude from Mid-
October to March, so for this time period part of the roof would be shaded for a
significant part of the day (the top of the cone). For further analysis, one could also look
at the sun's azimuth angles and calculate the time the sun would spend behind the
building, but that goes beyond the scope of this study. It is sufficient to say that the
building is not ideally positioned for receiving solar energy all year round.
Once solar becomes more affordable, however, this could once again become an
attractive location for solar, so I include it in this report.
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Figure 3.3 - Solar Altitude by Date and Time, 3-D View
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Religious Services Building - W11
Score Comment
Shading Between March and mid-October the sloping
roofs would be free of shade (see Figures 3.1 and
3.2), but after that, the shadow of Ashdown
1 would begin to cover the roofs. In addition, the
building is not facing true south (is about 15-30
degrees off), so for part of the year, the early and
late sun is behind the roof, limiting the amount of
light that hits the array.
Visibility/ Foot Traffic Although it is off of the main foot traffic pathway
3 in front of 77 Mass. Ave, many student walk by
this building during the day.
Advertising Potential Some information could be disseminated inside
the building, but only students with religious
responsibilities would be able to see the
information.
Aesthetics Building-integrated PV cells could be used that
would completely blend in with the roof as it is
now, and essentially leave the building looking
the same as it is now.
Interactivity People do not have access to the roof, so they
would not be able to see the array up close. A
0 website could monitor the data, but the
installation would be particularly small for that to
be an attractive feature.
Direct/ Important Students will be using the electricity produced,
Functional Use but no on site production is directly visible. A
2 website could be used to monitor system
performance. The Religious Activities center is
an important building to many MIT community
members.
Total 12
Table 3.3 - Wl 1 Site Score Sheet
3.2.1 Feasibility
The appeal of this particular installation is its sloped roofs and possibility to
clearly showcase a branch of Photovoltaics called Building Integrated Photovoltaics
(BIPV). BIPV panels look very similar to the roofing material that is currently on the
roof. The challenge would be in fact, to let people know that these are solar modules, not
just tarpaper. See Figure 3.6 for a comparison of what the building currently looks like
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and what it might look like with BIPV shingles installed. A plaque could be installed on
the side of the building explaining this, or there could be information available about it
inside the building, and word of mouth could spread the word to those who do not visit
the building.
Figure 3.5 - Uni-Solar Solar Shingles
©Uni-SolarTM www.uni-solar.com
The most likely candidate for use in a solar installation on W-11 would be the
"Solar Shingles" product from Uni-Solar. These modules look like tar paper and do not
need any support structure to be installed. The Sheets are nailed into the roof much like
regular tar paper. From W- 11 architectural plans, it was found that the roof was made of
5/8" Plyscord plywood with several layers of roofing material, making it relatively easy
to install these panels. The roof area of each of the raised roofs is roughly 25' x 15', see
Table 3.4 for a summary of the results calculated to evaluate the cost and performance of
a system on W-1 1.
Wires would need to be run into the basement of the building, where the electrical
panels are stored. Wires could be run through openings on the roof or through the side of
the roof and into the building. To accurately assess this problem, an expert should be
consulted.
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Figure 3.6 W-11 Without/With Solar Panels.
The Left image shows the building without the solar panels, the right image shows what
it might look like with Uni-Solar Solar Shingles.
3.2.2 Performance
Since the Uni-Solar panels are "Direct Mounted," meaning they are affixed
directly to the roofing material, the cells will be subject to higher temperatures than a
normal installation. Despite this increase in the operating temperature, thin-film solar
cells such as are used in the Solar Shingles are less sensitive to changes in temperature
(Messenger, 184).
W-11 UniSolar Shingles Offered at
Area www.atersyste ms.com(Currently Sold Out)
Width (in.) 309
Length (in.) 185
Uni-Solar
SHR-17 # that fit
Width (in.) 86.4 3
Length (in.) 5 37
String Size 6 111 <- Total Array Size
<- Total Array Power
Power (W) 17 1887 Rating
Cost: $106/ea. $11,766 <- Total Array Cost
$6.24 <- Cost Per Watt (min.)
Maximum Performance: 1725 kWh/yr.
With Shadows: 366 kWh/yr.
**Values are for each roof. There are 3 roofs.
Table 3.4 - Cost and Performance Summary for W-11
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To calculate the performance of the system, a month-by-month analysis was done
with the PVWatts calculator. It was assumed that during the months in which the roof is
shaded during much of the day, no energy would be produced. This is not exact, but
gives us a conservative value for actual energy produced. This agrees with an area
comparison of Figure 3.4. The area above 40° is about 25-30% of the entire area above
00.
Clearly, shadowing greatly impacts the value of this solar system. This analysis is
useful in evaluating other shaded areas because shading does not necessarily preclude a
solar installation. It is better to evaluate the shading first, and then make a decision. As
solar module prices come down in the future, putting solar in partially shaded areas can
still make sense. Although the effect will not likely change the predicted performance of
the system significantly, it is important to note that Uni-solar in particular claims that its
modules continue to function under partial shading. Their modules react relatively well
to diffuse and indirect light compare to crystalline modules.
3.2.3 Cost
As can be seen in Table 3.4, the cost of the system is high even though the
installation costs would be relatively low. The cost per Watt is also somewhat
misleading because, due to shadowing, the system will not be at its regular capacity for
half of the year.
3.2. 4 Safety
Aside from electrical safety issues as discussed in the previous section, there is
little issue of safety with these modules because they are light, flexible and well secured
to the roof.
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3.3 Kresge Solar Tracking Module
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Figure 3.7 -Kresge Triangle Satellite Image © Google EarthTM
As far as visibility is concerned, no place could be better than in front of the
Stratton Student Center. Here students and faculty gather to get food, haircuts, send mail,
buy glasses, study, or just hang out. If MIT were to make a strong statement about its
dedication to alternative sources of energy, this would be the place to do it. There are
challenges associated with this space, however. For example, much of the area
surrounding the student center is covered with trees. In addition, the student center and
the Z-center become a source of shade to the area in front of them in the late evenings
during the summer months (see Figure 2.2). This is the case for any urban area below the
roofline, however.
In front of the student center, there is a small triangle of grass that rarely, if ever,
gets any use. There is not enough area there for a regular flat panel PV installation, but a
small footprint dual axis solar tracking device could be put in this triangle and connected
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to the Kresge auditorium. A dual axis solar tracker would be interesting because people
would be able to notice it moving and tracking the sun.
Tracking Solar Module - Kresge Oval, Student Center
Score Comment
Shading Mostly clear from shade except after 4-5PM in
3 the summer months. It has a clear view of the
western horizon.
Visibility/ Foot Traffic 5 One of the highest traffic areas on campus.
Advertising Potential Advertising could be done inside the student
3 center. A sign indicating this could be put on the
tracker.
Aesthetics 2 Arguably good looking, sculpture-like.
Dependent on personal taste.
Interactivity People would be able to see the tracker move and
1 track the sun, but would not be interacting with it
directly
Direct/ Important The array would power either the kresge
Functional Use 2 auditorium or the student center, two important
buildings for students.
Total 16
Table 3.5 - Tracking Solar Module Site Score Sheet
3.3.1 Feasibility
The Kresge triangle itself has an area of about 745 sq. ft., so even a 12 module
array, which measures 210 sq. ft. (See Table 3.6) would fit in this triangle, and not be
overbearingly large.
According to architectural blue prints of Kresge Auditorium, there is a tunnel that
runs underneath the plaza outside the student center very close to the proposed location.
Wires from the installation could be run into this tunnel, directly into the basement, or
through the air intake close by that opens up into the basement. The basement has
electrical panels that the solar installation could plug into (through an inverter and all
other necessary equipment). Peter Cooper, Sustainability Engineering and Utility
Planning Manger from the MIT Facilities Department, also mentioned that it could
possibly be plugged into the Student Center.
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Kresge All Items Available as of 05/31/06 at
www.affordable-solar.com
Wattsun Tracker
6 Sharp ND-208U1 Mod.'s
Width (in.) 64.6
Length (in.) 39.1 105 <- Total Array Size (Sq. Ft.)
String Size 6 6 <- Total Array Size (# of mod.'s)
Power (W) 208 1248 <- Total Array Power Rating
Cost: $969 $5,814 <- Total Array Cost
Tracker Cost: $2,027 $7,841 <- Array + Tracker Cost
Predicted Performance: 2193 kWh $6.28 <- Cost Per Watt
Wattsun Tracker
12 Sharp ND-208U1 Mod.'s
Width (in.) 64.6
Length (in.) 39.1 210 <- Total Array Size (Sq. Ft.)
String Size 6 12 <- Total Array Size (# of mod.'s)
Power (W) 208 2496 <- Total Array Power Rating
Cost: $969 $11,628 <- Total Array Cost
Tracker Cost: $4,465 $16,093 <- Array + Tracker Cost
Predicted Performance: 4385 kWh $6.45 <- Cost Per Watt
Table 3.6 Cost and Performance Summary for Kresge Site
3.3.2 Performance
The tracking systems are available in even numbers of modules, from 2-12
modules per rack. 6 and 12 module scenarios were evaluated to represent the range of
possibilities. The PVWatts program was used again to evaluate the performance, using a
2-axis tracking assumption which is available to the user. Using a 12 panel tracking
device, about half the amount of electricity used by an average American home could be
produced. Most importantly, however, people would be able to visualize the production
of this electricity better because they would see the module tracking the sun throughout
the day.
3.3.3 Cost
Since this installation would be different from the other arrays on campus,
installation costs could not be estimated.
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3.3.4 Safety
Damage to solar trackers is often due to lighting strikes and high winds.
Fortunately, newer models have technology that resist the negative impacts of nearby or
direct lightning strikes (Patel, 295).
Wind problems for tracking devices can be mitigated by shock absorbers and a
secure concrete base. A rule of thumb for the base of a pole-mounted solar tracking rack
is that the pole should go underground as deep as it is tall above ground (wattsun.com).
The hole around the pole should also be filled with concrete.
Care would have to be taken to protect the gear mechanism from flying Frisbees
or other projectiles that could come from people playing on the Kresge Oval. These
precautions should prevent the array from falling apart, thereby keeping any one passing
by safe as well.
3.4 Side-of-Pole Mounted Tennis Courts/ Turf
Figure 3.8 Tennnis Courts and Turf Satellite Image
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The final location that is interesting for a new solar installation is the athletics
area across from dormitory row. There are several tall poles that have lights on them to
light the tennis courts and turf fields at night. These poles could be used to carry a few
solar modules each that face south and absorb a good deal of solar energy.
Figure 3.9 Pole Mount for a Solar Module (Patel, 166)
Tennis Courts/ Turf Field Area, Side-of-Pole Mounted Panels
Score Comment
Shading The poles are not shaded by anything because
they are tall and far away from other buildings.
Visibility/ Foot Traffic The panels would be visible, especially to
3 students playing in the fields, but would be too
high to see up close.
Advertising Potential It would be possible to put some information
about the installation on the athletics board by the
clubhouse, but there would not be much space
1 nor a place to have sheets students could take
with them. Students in the area are also busy
playing sports, and might not pay as much
attention to the panels.
Aesthetics 4 The panels would not disrupt any aesthetic value.
Interactivity The panels would be far away from people, so
they would not be able to interact with them.
Direct/ Important The tennis courts and fields are important for
Functional Use 1 students to use at night, so they might appreciate
that less energy is being used to light them.
Total 14
Table 3.7 - Tennis Courts/ Turf Field Site Score Sheet
3.4.1 Feasibility
The poles on the field are square, not circular, so standard pole mounts might not
work. It is easy to attach to a square pole, however, using a bracket and drilling some
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holes. One problem with this particular installation is that it would require a lot of wiring
to connect just a few panels. The more panels put on each pole, the less wiring necessary
per panel, but the poles are still quite high and some are far away from the electrical
panels in the clubhouse.
There are a total of 39 light poles lighting the outdoor tennis courts and the
turf area. All of these poles are above the tree line and far enough away from any
buildings to ensure that they are not shaded during any significant part of the day.
Figure 3.10 - Close up of Field Poles
3.4.2 Performance
The solar panels would have to be small, so 80-Watt panels were chosen, with
one, two, or three panels per pole. The numbers were calculated for 38 poles in order to
have 19-panel strings.
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Tennis Courts/ Turf All Items Available as of 05/31/06 at
www. afforda ble-solar. com
41 Sharp NE-80EJE Modules
Width (in.) 47.28 38 <- Total Array Size (# of mod.'s)
Length (in.) 21.14 3040 <- Total Array Power Rating
String Size 19 $16,150 <- Total Array Cost
Power (W) 80 $20,140 <- Panel + Mount Cost
Cost: $425/ea. $6.63 <- Cost Per Watt
Predicted Performance: 4,093 kWh
T
41 Sharp NE-8OEJE Modules
Width (in.) 47.28 76 <- Total Array Size (# of mod.'s)
Length (in.) 21.14 6080 <- Total Array Power Rating
String Size 19 $32,300 <- Total Array Cost
Power (W) 80 $40,280 <- Panel + Mount Cost
Cost: $425/ea. $6.63 <- Cost Per Watt
Predicted Performance: 8,186 kWh
41 Sharp NE-80EJE Modules
Width (in.) 47.28 114 <- Total Array Size (# of mod.'s)
Length (in.) 21.14 9120 <- Total Array Power Rating
String Size 19 $48,450 <- Total Array Cost
Power (W) 80 $60,420 <- Panel + Mount Cost
Cost: $425/ea. $6.63 <- Cost Per Watt
Predicted Performance: 12,280 kWh
Table 3.8 Cost and Performance Summary for Tennis Courts/ Turf
3.4.3 Cost
Cost figures do not include installation costs since none of the installations on
campus were similar to this one. The aforementioned Mr. Peter Cooper from the MIT
Facilities Department mentioned that this installation may be costly because of the large
amounts of wiring necessary and the fact that the panels would be difficult to reach for
maintenance.
3.4.4 Safety
The most significant safety issue particular to this installation would be the panel
mounts failing due to large wind loads. An appropriate analysis would have to be done to
properly assess this problem and to arrive to the corresponding solutions.
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4. Conclusions/ Lessons Learned
Site Score
Kresge Triangle 16
Senior House 15
Tennis Courts/ Turf 14
W-11 12
Table 4.1 Summary of Site Scores
4.1 Sites
Having a framework available to evaluate possible sites quickly can be a great
tool when wanting to implement a new project with flexible possibilities. The framework
can also help you use different tools, such as Google EarthTM, to find possible sites. In
this case, Google EarthTM helped look for sites that were not shaded by other nearby
structures.
According to the metrics used in this study, the most appealing site for a new
installation is a dual-axis tracking module installed on the Kresge triangle. This is mainly
due to its potential to turn heads and create some interest. Although other installations
may be more significant in terms of power generation, such as a dormitory installation,
the goal of this paper was to find an installation that would put alternative energy
production out where people could see it. An installation in front of the student center
would be the most effective at achieving that goal.
A dormitory installation would be interesting because of its potential to generate
more electricity than other installations while still being close to the students. If done as
part of a larger movement towards sustainability (i.e. adding roof gardens, ground source
heat pumps, and other sustainable technologies) on campus, the installations could be
effective in creating a stir.
For the other two installations reviewed, my analysis indicates that technical and
environmental limitations severely handicap their practicality.
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4.2 Predictions
As we learn more about how modules act over time, we will be able to more
accurately predict module performance as is clear with the PVWatts program, and we can
learn how to minimize maintenance and maximize performance. In addition, as we learn
about how much different types of installations cost, we can predict future installation
costs more accurately.
Claims that a certain price per Watt will make solar affordable may ignore
different climate conditions and module tilt conditions, which significantly affect total
system production and payback time. For the student center installation, the dollars per
Watt Peak vs. dollars per kilowatt-hour are plotted with different payback periods. These
graphs show for each $/Wp value (calculated via the simple payback method of Appendix
A) what the utility price would have to be in order for the system to make sense
financially.
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Figure 4.1 Comparison of Utility Prices vs. System Costs
for different payback periods
These graphs can be read by looking at the $/Wp value and reading off the corresponding
$/kWh value. This $/kWh value is the price that utilities would have to be in order for
the system to pay for itself over 5 or 10 years.
Utility prices will have to significantly increase while module prices will have to
significantly decrease in order for the solar modules to truly have a reasonable payback
time. If utility prices were up to $0.50 a kilowatt hour, for example, installed system
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costs would have to be $2.50/Wp for a 5 year payback time or $5.25/Wp for a 10 year
payback time (for installations similar to the Stratton student center array).
Making solar a viable option for the decentralization of electricity generation, we
have to learn about the technology (manufacturing and materials cost reductions), we
have to learn about system installation (minimize installation costs), and come up with
business models that make solar modules attractive to consumers.
4.3 Suggestions
One of the easiest things that can be done to increase the visibility of solar energy
on campus would be to better advertise the PV monitor that is in the first floor of the
student center. As it is now, it is unmarked and offers no take-away information. It
would be easy to mark the current station and also have sheets with further information
on how to get involved with solar energy at the station. If such sheets were made
available, they should include the different challenges solar technology faces today,
relating them to the different majors at MIT, and point students to websites (such as
energyclasses.mit.edu) that could motivate them to pursue studies in energy and
sustainability.
The website associated with the installation is also difficult to find and does not
translate the energy produced by the installation into terms people can relate to. A
Google search on the MIT website failed to find the site. Although it has relevant
information, it is not very graphic. The software package by Fat Spaniel Technologies is
particularly interesting because it has vivid graphics and relates production to relatable
terms such as the energy required to power a home or make a cup of coffee.
A final suggestion to increase solar visibility on campus is to invest in small solar
powered additions to campus where appropriate. Solar-powered fountains or flood lights
would be interesting additions to the campus and would subtly display MIT's dedication
to alternative energy.
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Appendix A - Economic Payback Calculations
Calculating PV System payback times
Although there are many software programs that will do this for you, some are quite
complex and require more information than you have. Because of this, I looked into
simpler methods of getting a ballpark figure. The best way to calculate it turned out to be
the simple payback method, because other methods fail when used to predict more than
10 -15 years out.
Number of Years until payback equation: (Kaufman, 15)
N = -( In () - ( - e )]
N = Number of years until payback
C = Capital Cost
A = Estimate Annual Income (Production x Current electricity prices)
i = Inflation rate, assumed at 3.5%
Using this equation, the payback time for the student center array would be 183 years.
The expected pay back for the system is so long, that this equation is no longer valid.
Predictions made very far into the future are shaky at best, so a simple payback analysis
is the best option for calculating payback times.
Simple Pay Back Calculation:
N =CIA
N = Number of years until payback
C = Capital Cost
A = Estimate Annual Income (Production x Current electricity prices)
This calculation used for payback time does not include the possibility of
increasing electricity prices, or the changing value of money. According to Tester et. al,
it is a good approximation for short time-horizons, but is beneficial because it can be
immediately understood by the layman. Since there is no better way to calculate the
payback time, we use this equation realizing that it is a way of comparing different
arrays, not really to be taken as a literal truth.
For calculations used in this paper, a value of $0.14/kWh was used for electricity
because that value was obtained from Facilities staff member Peter Cooper as the likely
price in the near future, as oil prices rise. (The 2005 price was around $.012/kWh). I
also recognize that MIT generates its own electricity in a very efficient co-generation
plant, but since I am using the numbers for comparison only, I ignore the fact that MIT
pays less per kWh for its own electricity. How much less is unclear due to the nature of a
co-generation plant.
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Advanced technology with promise for the future
* String Ribbonrt" polycrystalline solar cells outperform thin
films and achieve comparable performance to bulk crystalline
technologies while using half as much silicon.
* The proprietary cell fabrication process is among the most
environmentally friendly in the business.
Predictable, reliable, long-term performance
* Each module is individually tested to ensure field performance
meets or exceeds specifications.
* Solar cells are matched to reduce internal losses and the
possibility of hot spots.
* Rugged, durable anodized aluminum frame makes for strong,
stable mechanical mounting.
* industry standard EVA (Ethyl Vinyl Acetate) and TedlarlM
construction protects solar cells from mechanical and
environmental stress.
Easier, faster, more accurate wiring
· Sealed junction box never needs maintenance.
* Easy, accurate, reliable electrical connections.
* Comes with factory-installed wires, connectors, and
bypass diode(s).
The power of PV
* Photovoltaics (PV) provide clean, quiet, reliable electricity
from sunlight.
* No moving parts to wear out.
* No emissions - power that's good for the environment.
* The sun - a limitless, readily-available power source.
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/:0.26 ( 6.6) X 10,
FOR 1/4"(6mm) BOLT
-MODULE DATA AND
SAFETY LABEL
-CABLES
EC 110/115/120
Designed for
maximum performance:
safe, reliable, versatile
and easy to install.
.CONNECTORS
--- STANDARD EVERGREEN
CLEAR ANODIZED
ALUMINUM FRAME
0.16( . 4) X4
GROUNDING HOLE
0.16( 14)
GROUNDING HOLE
-SCREWS X 8
PRORUDE .08 (2ram)
Dimensions: Inches (mm)
Weight: lb (kg) 28 (12.7)
ELECTRICAL SPECIF!CATIONS*
Pp
EC-110-GL EC-115-GL EC-120-GL
110 115 120
Vp 17.0
Ip 6.47
Voc 21.3
Isc 7.48
Cells 72
Max. Series Fuse
17.1
6.73
21.3
7.62
72
15A
UL System Voltage Rating
TUV System Voltage Rating
7.0
6.017.6
6.82
21.5
7.68
72
: 5.0
c 4.0
U 3.0
2.0
1.0
n0
600V
800V
i-V CHARACTERISTICS*
0 5 10 15
Voltage (V)
TEMPERATURE
EFFECTS
Pp = - 0.49%/ °C
Vp = - 0.53%/°C
Ip = + 0.049%/°C
NOCT = 44°C
Voc = - 0.41 %/°C
Isc = + 0.088%/°C
20 25
*At STC (Standard Test Conditions): 1000 W/m, 25' C cell temperature,
AM 1.5 spectrum. Power specifications are -2% at Evergreen Solar's tester,
other specifications are +/-1 0%. Specifications ubject to change without
notice. 25 year limited power warranty. Complete warranty available on
request.
SAFETY AND QUALITY TESTS
· IEC 61215 (IEC 503, ISPRA) Certified
*· ) LISTE Class C Fire Rating
* TUV Safety Class II Certified
* C
120v3.GLu
1 38 Bartlett Street, Marlboro, MA 01 752-3016 USA
T: 866.357.2221 or 508.357.2221 F: 508.229.0747
www.evergreensolar.com
Evergreen Solar, GmbH
loachimstaler Strasse 1 5, 10719 Berlin Germany
T: +49 (30) 8861 4520 F: +49 (30) 8839633
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SHARP
I
I
Multi-Crystalline Silicon Photovoltaic 
Module
with 80W Maximum Power
C(US
GENERAL
DESCRIPTION
SHARP's NE-80EJE
photovoltaic module is
designed for a variety of
electrical power requirements.
Based on the technology of
crystalline silicon solar cells
cultivated for over
40 years, this module has
superb durability to withstand
rigorous operating conditions
and is suitable for stand alone
solar systems.
FEATURES
High-power module (80W) using 126mm square multi-crystalline
silicon solar cells with 12.4% module conversion 
efficiency.
2' Photovoltaic module with bypass diode minimizes 
the power
drop caused by shade.
Anti Reflection Corting and BSF (Back Surface Field) 
structure
to improve cell conversion efficiency: 14.0%.
3 Using white tempered glass, EVA resin, 
and a weatherproof
film along with an aluminum frame for extended 
outdoor use
4 Nominal 12VDC output for battery charging 
applications
m Junction box for easy elctrical connection 
in the field
Multi-crystalline silicon solar cells,
126mm square
No. of cel and connections 36 in series
Application DC 12V system
Maximum sten voltage DC 600V
Series fuse rating 10A
Maximum power 80.0W (Iyp.)
Dimensions 1200 x 537 x 46mm
Weipt 9.51kg
Parameters Rating Unit
Operafntoiperare -40 to+90 ° C
torge tmperatre -40 to +90 c
Dicft votep wltood 2200 ma. V-DC
Type of output terminal Jnction Box
*eTM ** [ A.W:FIVTid41U
Modd NE-_ EJE
Parametem Mh Tp. Unit Condit
Open circuit voltage Voc - 21.3 V
Maximin powervoag Vpm - 17.1 V Irradiance:
Short circuit current Isc 5.31 A1000 W/m2
Maximum power currnt Ipm - 4.67 A ModuleMazinum power Pm 76.0 80.0 Wperature:
ncapsuted olar cell efficieny c - 14.0 % 250C
Module efficiency TIm 12.4 %
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In the absence of confirmation by specification sheets, SHARP takes no responsility for any defects that may occur in equipment ung any SHARP products own in
catalogs, data books, etc. Contact SHARP in order to obtain the latest specification sheets before using any SHARP products.
* Specifications are subject o change without notice.
* Solar power stations * Pumps * Beacons * Grid connected
* Solar villages * Lighting equipment * Telemeter systems residential systems
* Villas, mountain * Traffic signs * Telecommunication * Office buildings
cottages * Radio relay stations systems
SHARP
SHARP CORPORATION OSAKA, JAPAN
URL: httpww.harpworkJ.cml 0 SHARP CORP. JUL 2004
Junction Box
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SHARP MULTI-PUR P
NEXT GENERATION. BREAKTHROUGH PERFORMANCE.
POLY-CRYSTALLINE SILICON PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE
WITH 208W MAXIMUM POWER
This poly-crystalline 208 watt module features 12.8% module efficiency
for an outstanding balance of size and weight to power and performance.
Using breakthrough technology perfected by Sharp's 45 years of research
and development, these modules incorporate an advanced surface
texturing process to increase light absorption and improve efficiency.
Common applications include office buildings, cabins, solar power stations,
solar villages, radio relay stations, beacons, traffic lights and security systems.
Ideal for grid-connected systems and designed to withstand rigorous
operating conditions, Sharp's ND-208U1 modules offer maximum power
output per square foot of solar array.
ISE MI
MULTI-PURPOSE MODULE
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Cell Poll
No. of Cells and Connections 60
Open Circuit Voltage (Voc) 36.
Maximum Power Voltage (Vpm)' 28.
Short Circuit Current (Isc) 8.1:
Maximum Power Current (Ipm) 7.3,
Maximum Power (Pmax) 208
Module Efficiency Maximum Power (lm) 12.1
Maximum System Voltage 60t
Series Fuse Rating 15A
Type of Output Terminal Lea
* (STC) Standard Test Conditions: 250C, 1 kW/m, AM 1.5
I-crystalline silicon
in series
1V
5V
3A
A
;W (+10% / -5%)
8%
iVDC
d Wire with MC Connector
MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Dimensions (L x W x D)
Weight
Size of Carton
Carton Quantity
64.6" x 39.1" x 1.8" /
1640mm x 994m x 46mm
46.3lbs / 21kg
683" x 432 x 4.51735mm x 1097mn x 114
2 pcs per carton
Pallet Quantity 28 pcs per pallet
Loading Capacity (48ft container) 448 pcs (16 pallets)
Loading Capacity (53 ft container) 476 pcs (17 pallets)
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Operating Temperature (min to max,°F/°C) -40 to +194'F / -40 to +90'C
Storage Temperature (min to max,°F/IC) -40 to +194'F / -40 to +90'C
IV CURVES
Cell Temperature: 25'C
240
230
220
210
200
190
180
170
160
150
140
130 3
120 a
110 
100
90
so
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
o
DIM ENSIONS
0
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Voltage [V] - Current vs. Voltage
- Power vs. Voltage
Current, Power vs. Voltage Characteristics
A B
7.87'200mm 15.55/395mm
C D
28.35'720mm 32.28'820mm
E F G
39.13'/994mm 64.57'/1640mm 51.18'1300mm
Design and specifications are subject to change without notice.
In the absence of confirmation by product manuals, Sharp takes no responsibility for any defects that may occur in equipment using any Sharp devices.
Contact Sharp to obtain the latest product manuals before using any Sharp device.
SHARP.
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Cover photo: Solar installation byPacific Power Management, Au
Sharp Electronics Corporation ·5901 Bolsa Avenue, Huntington Beach, CA 92647
Tel: 1 -800-SOLAR-06 E-mail: sharpsolar@sharpusa.com · www.sharpusa.com/solar
iurn CA SSD-208-805 02005 Sharp Electronics Corporation Printed inthe USA
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* Power Rating 17W
* Lightweight & Flexible
* No Support Structures Needed
* Virtually Unbreakable (No Glass)
* Shadow & High Heat Tolerant
* Delivers Up To 20% More Real Energy
Applications
- Residential Grid Connected Systems
- Commercial Grid Connected Systems
- Schools & Institutions
- Apartment Complexes
- Condominiums
- Renovation Or New Construction
UNI-SOLAR ® shingles are unique and have
been honored with the prestigious Popular Science
Grand Award, "Best of What's New (Environmental
Technology)," and Discover Magazine's "Tech-
nological Innovation Award" for best innovation
(Environment). The PV shingle permits the roof
of commercial buildings or residential homes to
evolve from mere protection from the weather to
a source of electrical power. The flexible, thin film
solar cell shingle blends into a roofing pattern or
traditional asphalt shingles.
Why Do UNI-SOLAR Products
Outperform Others?
All solar panels are rated in terms of peak
power output (watts). Outdoors, under nor-
mally higher operating temperatures, solar
panel performance changes, depending on
temperature, solar spectrum (light color) and related
effects. UNI-SOLAR products are less affected by
temperature than monocrystalline or polycrystalline
solar technology products. The result is up to 20%
more delivered energy.**
- Source Solfest, "Module Shoot Out"
ESpecifications
Model SHR-17
Rated Power (Watts) 17
Max Power Point VMPP (V) 9
Max Power Point IMPP (A) 1.9
Open-Circuit Voltage (Volts) 13
Short-Circuit Current (Amps) 2.4
Shingle Length (in./mm) 86.4 in./2195 mm
Shingle Width (in./mm) 12 in. (5 in. exposed area)/305 mm
Shingle Thickness (in./mm) 0.1 inJ4 mm
Weight (Ib./kg) 4.8 b./2.2 kg
Customer-Supplied Substrate Wood Deck and Fire retardant underlayment
Minimum Slope 3:12 (15')
Maximum Slope 21:12 (60')
Warranty on Power Output 20 Year
During the first 8-10 weeks of operation, electrical output exceeds specific ratings. Power output may be higher by 15%, operating
voltage may be higherby 11% and operating current may be higher by 4%. Electrical specifications (±10%) are based on measure-
ments performed at standard test conditions of 1000 W/m2 irradiance, AirMass 1.5, and Cell Temperature of 25°C after long-term
stabilization. Actual performance may vary up to 10% from rated power due to low temperature operation, spectral nd other
related effects. Maximum system open-circuit voltage not o exceed 600 VDC. Specifications subjiect to change without notice.
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Quality Assurance, Proven Reliability
UNI-SOLAR shingles comply with the following
qualification tests:
* UL Listed Up To 600 VDC
as A Prepared Roofing Cover (
* Capable Of Withstanding 80 mph Wind Speeds
* Meets IEC 61646 Requirements
* Thermal Cycling
* Humidity-Freeze Test
· Damp Heat Test
* UV-Test
* Wet Insulation Test
* Mechanical Load Test
· Hail Impact Test
* Robustness of Terminations Test
Corporate Sales & Marketing Office:
United Solar Ovonic LLC
3800 Lapeer Rd.
Auburn Hills, Ml 48326 USA
Tel: 248.475.0100
Toll Free: 800.843.3892
Fax: 248.364.0510
Email: info@uni-solar.com
www.uni-solar.com
North American Sales Office:
United Solar Ovonlc LLC
8920 Kenamar Dr., Suite 205
San Diego, CA 92121 USA
Tel: 858.530.8586
Toll Free: 800.397.2083
Fax: 858.530.8686
Email: westeminfo@uni-solar.com
Product Description
Each SHR (solar home roofing) shingle utilizes the proprietary
Triple Junction solar cells manufactured by UNI-SOLAR. These
cells are made in a roll-to-roll deposition process on a continuous
roll of stainless steel. The result is a unique, flexible, lightweight
solar cell. The UNI-SOLAR PV Shingles are encapsulated in UV
stabilized polymers making them exceptionally durable. Bypass
diodes are connected across each cell, allowing the modules to
produce power even when partially shaded.
The Solar Shingle will replace the conventional shingle. The
shingles are UL Listed both as an electricity generator and as a
prepared roofing cover. Each shingle has a pair of wires coming
off the back of the shingle that will be fed through the roof deck for
wiring inside the attic. The solar shingle wires can be "shorted"
during installation. The wires from adjacent shingles are connected
together using moisture resistant butt splices. The shingles are
mounted over 30 lb. felt or a fire resistant underlayment (e.g. Elk®
Versa Shield.)
European Office:
United Solar Ovonic Europe GmbH
Dennewartstrasse 25-27
D-52068 Aachen - GERMANY
Tel: +49.241.9631131
Fax: +49.241.9631138
Email: europeinfo@uni-solar.com
0 Copyright 2004 United Solar Ovonic -All Rlghts Reserved
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World's Most Powerful Photovoltaic Module
with Crystal CleanM EFG Cell Technology
ASE-300-DGF/50
ASE-300-DGF/50 connection box
with bypass diodes, IJ-V resistant
cables with MC plul.
Designation:
DG - Double Glass
F = Frame
/50 = Nominal Voltage at SIC
A !
-J
Crystalline octagonal Si tubes are
drawn from the melt. There are no
losses due to sawing.
The ASE-300-DGF/50 is RWE SCHOTT Solar's Flagship
Module used in a wide range of applications, ncluding the
toughest military, utility and commercial settings. It is also
becoming extremely popular In large pumping systems that
require higher voltages. As the world's largest and most
powerful PV module, installers, architects and owners credit
the ASE-300 with significant cost savings and peace of
mind. Give your PV system the ASE 300 advantage.
Design and Installation Advantage
We designed the ASE-300-DGF/50 to save time arid cost.
* The uniquely high module voltage (Vp 50.5 volts) allows
system integrators to "fine tune" a system by providing
Just he right number of modules to meet the specified
power.
* Large area requires fewer interconnects and structural
members.
* Module-module and source circuit wiring can be Incorpor-
ated in the module.
* Unique ASE quick-connects reduce source circuit wiring
time to minutes. We offer connector options to suit your
needs.
Reliability Advantage
* Advanced proprietary encapsulation system overcomes
the decline In module performance associated with
degradation of traditional EVA encapsulant.
* Weather barrier system on both the front and back of the
module protects against ear, penetration, fire electrical
conductance, delamination, and moisture.
* Our patented no-lead high reliability soldenng system
ensures long life, while making the module envirolnmenlt-
ally benign for disposal or recycling
Quality Advantage
RWE SCHOTT Solar's quality program is focused on
meeting or exceeding expected perfomance and reducing
system losses:
* Each module Is individually tested inider RWE SCt(HOT
Solar's calibrated solar simulator.
* Module-module wiring losses are included in rating.
E* ach of the 216 crystalline silicon cells is inspected and
power matched
Certification Advantage
* To provide our customers with te highest level of confi-
dence, the ASE-300-DG/50 is independently IEEF 1262
arid IEC 1215 certified. It is JL (Underwriters Laboratones)
listed with the only Class A fire rating in the industry.
Available Versions
The standard power rating is 285 watts at STC with versions
at 300 watt and 265 watt also available. We offer a variety
of wiring/conlnector ptorns. Modules without frames are
also available.
RWE SCHOTT Solar Core Advantage
RWE SCHOTT Solar's patented EFG process (Edge-defined
Film-fed Growth) produces silicon octagons of correct
thickness and width. Energy, hazardous waste and material
intensive wafer sawing is replaced by highly efficient
advanced laser cutting
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Electrical data
The electrical data applies to standard test conditions (STC):
Irradiance atthe module level of 1,000 W/m with spectrum AM 1.5 and a cell temperature of25' C.
Power (max.) Pp (watts) 285 W 300 W 265 W
Voltage at maximum-power point Vp (volts) 50.5 V 51.0 V 50.0 V
Current at maximum-power point Ip (amps) 5.6 A 5.9 A 5.3 A
Open-circuit voltage Voc (volts) 60.0 V 60.0 V 60.0 V
Short-circuit current Isc (amps) 6.2 A 6.5 A 5.8 A
The quoted technical data refer to the usual series cell configuration.
The rated power may only vary by 4% and all other electrical parameters by +10%.
NOCT-value (800 W/m, 20' C, m/sec.): 45' C.
Dimensions and weights
Length mm (in) 1,892.3 (74.5")
Width mm (in) 1,282.7 (50.5")
Weight kg (bs) 46.6 2 kg (107 5bs
Area 2.43 sq meters (26.13 t sq)
Characteristic data
Solar cells per module 216
Type of solar cell Multi-crystalline solar cells (EFG process), 10x10 cm2
Connections 14 AWG w/Single Pole Quick Connectors Optional Connections - 16AWG
w/Double Pole Quick Connectors. Conventional Junction Box module
comes with 6 built in bypass diodes
Cell temperature coefficients
Power TK (Pp) - 0.47 % / 'C
Open-circuit voltage TK (Voc) - 0.38 % / °C
Short-circuit current TK (Isc) + 0.10 % / 'C
Limits
Max. system voltage 600 VDC U.S. 700 VDC Erope
Operating module temperature -40... +90° C
Test wind conditions Wind speed of 130 km/h (120 mph)
The right is reserved to make technical modifications. For detailed product drawings and specifications
please contact your distributor or our office.
Certifications and Warranty
Current/voltage characteristics
with dependence on irradiance and module-
temperature.
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SCHOTT Solar
RWE SCHOTT Solar, Inc.
4 Suburban Park Drive
Billerica, MA 01821-3980 USA
Phone 800-977-0777
978-667-5900
Fax 978-663-2868
www.asepv.com e-mail: sales@asepv.com
Photovoltaics from your specialist dealer:
¢_>)
I
Un
The ASE-300-DGF/50 has been independently certified to IEC 1215 and IEEE 1262, UL 1703 (Class A Fire rating). Itmeets
Electrical Protection Class II and EU guidelines e.g. EMC according to DIN EN. The ASE-300-DGF/50 comes with a 20 year
power warranty (see terms and conditions for details)
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